
User Testing 
Date 23 Jan 2018 (Tuesday) Time 1400 – 1600H Venue FoodBank SG 

Agenda 1. Observing the inventorising activity live 
2. Obtaining feedback of current process from volunteers 
3. Survey and user testing of Android app 
4. User testing and feedback of admin portal 

 

Inventorising + Android app for volunteer 

Inventorising process 
1. Briefing by FoodBank Admin to all volunteers (20 persons, split into 2 separate briefing 

sections) on how to go about with the inventorising process 

2. Demo of Google Form 

3. Volunteers gather in groups of 2-3 persons  one does data entry on Google form, the 

others places items on the respective shelves 

 

 
 

Briefing by FoodBank Admin to 20 volunteers 

 

 
 

Usage of Google Form 
 

Bunanas Team tasks 
1. Observed the ongoing processes and took observation notes 

2. Recorded the time taken for completing the process using Google form 

3. Introduce the use of the Android app to different volunteers, record time taken for 

completing same task using app 

4. Questions on whether they will download the Android app 

 



Current Google Form  

Average time: 1-4 min depending on competency of user 
 

Volunteer Feedback 
- WiFi connection is poor in the warehouse 

- URL to access the Google form (tinyurl.com/fbsginventory) is hard to type 

- Google form is too long (many options, three separate pages) 

- Hard to indicate whether item is halal 

- Need to complete the details on the first page before seeing what is on the next page 

(sometimes want to have an overview) 

- Too much scrolling and reading 

- Slow   too many pages 

Admin Feedback 
- Google form has many errors in data entry 

o Volunteer chooses wrong category/classification/Description due to too many 
options 

o Volunteer chooses wrong unit of measurement (eg. 100g instead of 100ml) due to 
select the first numerical answer in the long list 

- Time is spent by admin to review the Google spreadsheet and rectify errors 

 

Android app for Volunteer 

Average time: 43s for initial setup, 17s for subsequent scans 
 

Volunteer Feedback 
- Better than using Google form  much faster 

- Scanning barcode reduces the time and repetitive nature of filling up the Google form 
repeated times 

- Likes dynamic filtering  simplifies the process of selecting 
category/classification/description 

- For items that are a collection of smaller items (see images below), volunteers need to do 
mental sums to determine the weight  tedious for elderly volunteers to do 
Possible solution: Calculator where volunteer enters base weight for item, along with 
specifying number of base items in pack: 5 x 100g = 500g  

- When scanning, sometimes it is hard to decide which is the correct category and where is 
the correct place to put the inventory item 
Possible solution: A “dictionary” or reference of sorts for item category/classification 
Possible solution: Floorplan to detail where to put item on shelf 

 
Admin Feedback 

- Cell dropdown for subsequent scans is good because no manual entry (responsible for 
many issues) 

- Potential issue with barcode mapping if initial scan for mapping was done incorrectly  
no easy edit or fix currently 

- Regarding initial scan for mapping, will be good to scan first for mapping without adding 
to inventory. Then scan said item again for adding to inventory (don’t do two things at 
once) 
Possible solution: Input quantity of item as 0 during initial scan 

- Indicate halal and non-halal as options 



Overall Feedback 
1. 100% volunteers said they will download – much faster and pleasant to use than Google 

form 

2. Admins agree in ease of use and value of app & ok with floorplan idea 

Inventory items in collections 
 

 
 

Donated carton of tea (semi-
filled) 

 

 
 

Maggie Mee (5 x 100g) 

 

 
 

Milo packs (4 x 6pkt) 

 

Testing of Admin portal 

Testing process 
1. FoodBank admin are given an instruction sheet on the operations they should conduct and a 

link to the admin portal 

2. Bunanas Team will record all conversations, record observations and clarify any queries 

encountered 

3. Upon completing test, debrief and feedback gathering was conducted by Bunanas Team 

 

 
 

Testing of Admin Portal with instruction sheet 

 

 
 

End of testing debrief and feedback 

 



Observations and Feedback for Admin Portal 

Overall was simple and clean compared to previous process. Website easy to use.  
A few UI elements should be changed 
 

Login 
- No indication that login is taking place (slow) 
- UI not optimised for 4:3 aspect ratio when using projector 

 

Create Beneficiary 
- The username field is not clear  Admin wondering what does this mean 
- Beneficiary cannot change username since it’s the unique identifier 
- Indicate organisation name instead of merely name when creating beneficiary so it’s 

clearer 
 

Edit Beneficiary Details 
- The icon is not clear  should have hover-over tooltip with description of the icon 

 
 

Beneficiary User 
- Beneficiary just need to be able to request 
- Will be good if Beneficiary can rest their password on their own instead of always going 

through Admin 
- As long as whatever the beneficiary does will not affect admin’s functions, it’s ok 

 
Inventory 

- The inventory naming convention of category-classification-description-
weight is quite strange. Readable but not used to seeing ‘-‘ when reading. 

- When adding new item & category, the new button to click is not clear 
- Sorting by alphabetical order is good. Go according to category >> classification >> 

description 
- Put a number beside the category so it is easier to indicate on shelf (eg. #4 Dried Food) 

 
Admin functions 

- It takes long (20s) to receive the notification email for Reset Password 
- No issues with volunteer password of the day (length and randomness is fine) 
- Will be good to have auto-logout function after 30 mins for volunteer Android app 
- Ok with window closing only after one day is complete (ie. Not immediate upon close) 

 


